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Abstract: extra national organization criminals were taker in to account threatening for human, countries and governments. 
These criminals influence countries economic and also their culture and politics. In most of criminals for example organization 
criminals, criminal account from incident place lands and enter in to another country in order to put off punishment jobs. In the 
meantime governments, people that were followed other governments’ juridical modes and run away to these governments 
lands reclamation according to especial conditions. Reclamation make available that criminal was trying judicially in criminal 
happening country and to this arrangement was bastion from several commandment issuances. Organization criminals are not 
only especial countries but also are very necessary and vital in international lands. In this connection adoption suitable 
thinking’s includes reclamation deployment or mutual understanding area or extra, international sittings and doing common 
jobs are necessary and in the mean time people know that they cannot do criminal and they want to escape. They also know 
them reclamation and will submit justice. Therefore the purpose of writing this article studying different dimensions from 
international organization criminals and criminal’s reclamation understanding Interpol. 
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Introduction: 
Arrival to new age, appearance of new thinks and 
increasing in west and est. and appearing great pikes 
among tradition and renaissance, none of them don’t 
influence on human justice aims. But there is a new 
position that universe has new two centuries. This Couse 
to form and was new works in route of true truthfulness 
and arriving to justice. Therefore in ninth century there is a 
compendium between professors and some of politicians in 
order to fight with criminal and crime that a government 
doesn’t compare those (rare, 1387) 
Extra national organizational crimes were taken in to 
account very great threat threatening for human, countries 
and governments. This crime in fluency very deep on 
countries economic and culture and their politics. They 
occur in most of one country and international lands. This 
specification can release crines from punishment or can 
secure punishment to run into other countries. (shyegan , 
1389) 
Today criminal is extra national and organizational 
criminal especially terrorism and human smuggling are 
new dimensions. 
Interventionists are in a one country and different countries 
in order to do this work they do this work with job 
distribution and with quite harmony work and this are from 

people right away from Sony continent to another 
countries that want to hold multi detentions accepts. 
This work cause crime delay own punishment. In this 
condition, near cooperation between different countries 
feel. 
One of the ways from this cooperation gives criminal by 
one country to another country that for explore for 
punishment or doing punishment. Therefore in this article 
was tried to study crimes reclamation and organizational 
criminals. 
The meaning of reclamation. In works reclamation means 
asking give back, efficiency works and in legal term means 
act sets are said that criminal from local country gives 
back criminal country. (Akhoondi, 1382) 
Criminal’s reclamation consists of returning or crimes for 
extract from crime place land after crime or before doing 
com man meat (valid, 1382) 
The work of reclamation in Farsi means returning and 
equivalent extradition in English and France. This word is 
legal and doesn’t have coma. This word is used to alone. 
Extradition relation to government is adperson drone one 
convention pact or internal logics return to another friend 
all general texts are used two works extradition and 
surrender inspecting and transmitting asking people, that 
same tines these works are used to each other and because 
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of similar to their meaning. (najafabadi ghornanpour 
,1384) 
In works, reclamation means asking returning, efficiency, 
sinegal term, relation also means near and consist of 
corresponding acts that according to governments, 
reclamatepeple because of crime were followed by 
governmental judicial positions or were punished and 
ruining to government land have accepted special 
conditions. (langarcdijafari, 1377. Page 35) 
In summary reclamation is returning crimes to another 
country. 
 
Short history of reclamation. 
In post time that international laws was not and 
reclamation law was not today often running crimes 
threatening (panahishariat , 1350,15) 
From the post reclamation in history can acceptance adesh 
peace that in year 1295 between queen (toshihitilis and 
second ramses were there. Tazkan 232, 1378 reclamation 
pacts: 
Reclamation pacts means agreements between two or 
several governments and in that condition crimes submit 
and they recllamate kinds of crimes. (Abasi, 1373) 
In pact that national organization was approved one off 
each other accept that give one person in government land. 
(National organization 1990) 
In New Year’s suitable acts acts were done. 
A bout relamution crimes pacts with another countries like 
Russian, Syria, gherghizestan, gazaghestan Turkish- 
armanestam. 
Aljazayerkoiet and so approved. 
Necessary of crimes reclamation: 
One of land effects of crime laws and punishments is lack 
of doing them in external governmental land that these 
laws in there was and these punishments were exported 
from court of justice. 
One of the ways of prevention from out of punishment of 
crime in these conditions delivery for punishment or doing 
punishment to government by  
Government that he is his lands. That crimes reclamation 
is one of national  
Punishment legal in government national cooperation in 
punishment. 
Different countries in addition to two dimensional pacts 
with each. 
There multidirectional pact between themselves and their 
pacts in crimes reclamation. (mohseni, 1382) 
Certified non reclamation crimes. 
In pacts, origin is reclamational crimes. But in some 
material for example crimes were not reclamated to 
government. 
1. Lack of subject’s reclamation one of old laws of crimes 
reclamation, lack law of subject reclamation that case one 
government own subject. 
Because of punishment was not reclamation to another 
government. 

This law doesn’t was accepted in all Germany – roomy 
legal countries and contrary to follower countries and 
contrary to follower countries order of kamanla was seen 
that reclamation in internal legal that often true laws that 
reclamation was not forbidden was resulted of course these 
countries, a person reclamate that this way cannot on work 
with first country.( abasi, 1373) 
One of the laws that reclamation was accepted lack of 
government reclamation from our subject reclamation. 
Material is Iranian crimes law (1339). 
States: Iranian government can stay non Iranian persons in 
Iranian government land and submits to applicant 
government. 
In alef band part 1 material of 6 convansion 1957 is come 
that each government member of convansion chooses that 
prevent from own subject  
Reclamation and of course later was completed by 
convamsion1996. 
Later convamsion Europe members lack of Reclamation 
Because of person subject doesn’t accept and 7 material, 
government cannot prevent own subject Reclamation try to 
eliminate one of Reclamation obstacles. 
2. Lack of Reclamation in politic crimes. In all pacts that 
were concluded between different countries, they don’t 
know. 
In band crimes covered Reclamation laws. In band 2 
material 8 Iran crimes Reclamation low (1339) is come 
often crime was politic or was appeared from condition 
that Reclamation was acted from politic aims. 
3. Lack of Reclamation in in military crimes lack of 
Reclamation of military primes. 
Was accepted from international that in internal laws, most 
countries and in some – crimes Reclamation pacts were 
included. 
Generally military crimesconclue: militaries omission in 
keeping discipline and violation from army acts that were 
given to them 8 material Iran crimes Reclamation law 
(1339) also refers to lack of military Reclamation. 
4. Lack of Reclamation in forgiveness and time passing. 
Band 5.Material 8. Iran crimes Reclamation low about 
time passing states when never government low, 
following, persuadiyand crimes were passed by time, 
Reclamation was not done. 
Principle of doubled crime or reciprocal principle of 
doubled crime or reciprocal crimes. 
One of usual condition in accepting Reclamation lows that 
was Reclamation and crimes it showdown the base of 
government lows also was crime because we cannot expect 
from government that should submit. 
In Band 1 Material 2 convansion 1957 only act crime in 
one country was be condition not crime titles same. 
However because of gantries lasting and preventing 
Reclamating most of internal laws know that crime is that 
expensive prices of Reclamation explain and therefore 
above convansion has stated it has foreseen crimes for 
crime person in two  countries laws showed be one year 
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and four doing punishment crimes(mirzaee and masoodi 
1390) 
Material 4. Iran crimes Reclamation low (1339) also states: 
in all materials in this material, Reclamation when Iran is 
government accept that doing act is according to crimes 
punishment. 
Reclamation limitations 
1. Reclamation allocating origin. 
According to this Reclamation government prig in after 
returning crime, only can takes care of crimes that was in 
own asking and cannot takes 
Care of another crime that before was done but 
government takes care of stated asking (abasi, 1373) 
2. Interference of executive position: there are unsuitable 
effect on government so that person arrest that takes seek 
government and his submitted to government for crime 
and government Reclamates a person there fore usually 
asking person Reclamation after passing crime is duty of 
executive power. 
3. Longing ceremonies and not fore casting non sensual. 
There are different processes for studding asking 
Reclamation some decision and interference official, 
political position cause to long studding ceremonies and 
pass great time from asking submission history to 
Reclamation of instance person. 
The from ways of Reclamation logically, the from on 
Reclamation is crime that its details related to Reclamation 
logical resources accepted to countries that can clued 
corresponding act, countries internal logics, pacts and 
international convansion and the problem of speed, 
accuracy in trans matting and asking regulating is related 
to government. 
If asking Reclamation is done it will be long time and a 
person may be precaution and contradictory with personal 
liberties, therefore we should use new ways and advanced 
technology in order to Reclamation person legal guarantee. 
(makhdoon, 1387) 
Formally on the basis of most of conventions to asking 
Reclamation enclosure following documents were 
accepted by a formal language or export its accuracy 
translator by a person. 

1. asking person identify should be has a picture and 
his finger print 

2. Detention applicant position and Reclamation 
reason with connected logical materials. 

3. Explanation of crime position like time and 
occurrence place. 

4. Explanation detention agreement or Explanation 
crime. 

Doing Reclamation asking was done by different way. 
If it is from Interpol it will be accepted language like 
English, France, Spanish or Arabic. (Langaroodigafari 
,1384) 
Reclamation from ways were divided there parts (1387 
makhdoom) 
1-official – political 
2-judicial 

3-half 
Official, half judicial 
Political- official way, investigation to asking and 
Reclamation that governmental executed positions doesn’t 
do this work. 
In this way Reclamation was done by executive power, 
therefore its benefit is Reclamation doing; however there is 
n’tasuitable way for human legal, crime liberties and 
defensive legal. (makhdoom, 1387) 
Judicial way: 
In the way, judicial positions do studied of acing and 
rendition of existence or lack of condition. 
They allow asking person that defend with necessary 
reasons and documents if there is not Reclamation 
conditions he will be announced. 
Even crime can choose a counsel for defending from him. 
It is evident; this way adapts with person legerities origins. 
In addition to there are defects for this way for example 
doing Reclamation because of passing legal procedure? 
Sight of Iran republic Islamic about criminals reclamation. 
Ceremonies and custom of reclamation in Iran. 
Reclamation asking through ministry of foreign affairs 
export to justice ministry because submitting of one guilty 
from one country to another country deals with 
government international relation and executive acts there 
for interference of foreign affairs in necessary. 
According to material 12 from chapter 2, reclamation low 
1339 reclamation asking should be acted through 
politically from Iran government reminder existence cases 
and according to stated material asking reclamation should 
include crime progress and how crime was perpetrated and 
also is its effects acceding to stated asking following ways 
are divided. 
1. Criminals execute or base to punishment and base page 
or confinement. 
2. Reasons and crime documents and case punishment. 
3. Coping all document materials. 
4. Complet specifications of asking person. 
5. Country crimes positions law support  
How many a ways are there in Iran crimes reclamation. 
Two dimensional treaties 
1. Traty with Iran, temporary acceptance about crimes 
reclamation approved 1301. 
2. Guilty persons reclamation treaty with France dated 
1325 (Jane 1962) 
4. Reclamation treatment with Pakistan approved 1338 (14 
marce 1937) 
There are interdictory conversation with countries like 
Italy, koveit, Germany, roman and other countries that due 
to not arranging. Also in 1352 cooperation acceptance 
assigner with Iran and the soviet for preventing of anti – 
aircraft. 
Frontier pacts 
In addition to crimes reclamation law and other pacts 
dupto arranged 1313 law that conclude 3 materials, 
country frontier officials is authorized that criminal runs a 
way or crimped Iran land with country reclamated. 
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First material of this law is accused about condition and 
retentive and total laws and precautionary confinement. 
The second material is about boundary area that it 
shouldn’t exceed of 15 kms deep. 
The with laws of Iran Islamic republic related with crimes 
reclamated. 
a) Applicant government connected conditions: foreign 
government can ask reclamation from Iran Islamic republic 
with following conditions  
1. Crime in the land of asker government and by other 
government was comforted  
2. Crime was settled in foreign from land applicant 
government area 
3. Done crime from crimes was against country security 
and interests however it is in foreign from applicant 
government execute and foreign persons. (Ali abadi, 1354, 
j third, page 51) 
B.comission crime condition 
For reclamation accepting, commission act should be 
according to applicant country laws but also should be 
crime punishment imprisonment over one year. (aliabadi, 
1354  third, page 51) 
C.non reclamation misdemeanors 
1. Forbidding of foreign followers reclamation legislator 
according to materials of 3, 5, 7, law of Islamic 
punishment investigation to Iran followers crimes know 
follower of Iran punishment law. 
Material 3 and band 1. Material of 8, crimes reclamation is 
stated correctly this subject. (aliabadi, 1354) 
2. Forbidding of militarizing and politic crimes. 
Band 2 and 4, Material 8, crimes reclamation law. 
3. Forbidding of less important crimes reclamation. 
As reclamation law acts is direct for time and great 
ceremonies expense however legislator has considered. 
This subject in Material 4, crime reclamation law in 1339. 
(Aliabadi, 1354) 
4. Crimesconneted to internal fights and differences. These 
crimes are politic crimes for this reason it isn’t reclamated. 
(Aliabadi, 1354) 
d) Punishment supporting: if asking person is followed and 
punished, its radiation will not accept. 
If commission act is included time passing or is exonerated 
executive a law directions and or is persuaded for bidding 
rest or is issued persuading abolished about it (band b. 
Material 7 crimes reclamation law).(aliabadi, 1354 ) 
Plurality of demand  
As it is reclamated from several countries criminals was 
submitted to a government they that government has more 
benefit in punishment and execute (Material 9 crimes 
reclamation law)  
More benefit that priority is for punishment and execute 
according to the importance of crimes and it’s place and 
reclamation demand date and demanding government has 
crimes reclamation. (Aliabadi, 1354) 
International policy (inter pole)  
This organization has great activity in connection and 
contact between countries about police punishment 

problems and actually Interpol is only formal canal of 
connection and contact between countries in following 
areas. 
This establishment is in police and Islamic republic of Iran 
is it’s member for facilitating crimes arrest that run a way 
other countries. 
It has near sooperationwaih other countries in arresting, 
giving crimes crimes. 
And forbidder to remote countries. 
Conclusion: 
Summery this practicable ways and proposals of this 
article is about crime organization and crimes reclamation 
is presented following. 
1. One of the Materials that is the most original in crimes 
reclamation is law problems and obstacle. Materials like 
old crimes reclamation law (1339) 
And not new, lack of necessary laws about international 
crimes and lack of conclusion with most countries caused 
to appear problems with persuading  
Crimes. 
2. Crimes reclamation in most countries specially our 
country has great ceremonies that sometimes longing these 
ceremonies in connected organization cause not to obtain 
conclusion. In most countries lows is minded doing stages 
of reclamation but unfortunately in our country, 
reclamation is longer than prescribed respites that we can 
do effective actions in international crimes reclamation. 
3. Unfortunately crimes and discaplimdy authorities in 
our?  
Country haven’t complete acquaintance with commissions 
and duties of Interpol organization as crimes reclamation 
and international crimes. 
If these officials know potential actions of this 
organization, most of files will succeed. 
4. In order to fight with crimes organization design of low 
with other countries is were necessary. 
Than international cooperation for example  
Two dimensional mutual understanding and multi 
dimensional, areas and ultra areas, caring on sitting can 
design in fighting crimes reclamation. 
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